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Abstract: Background: This publication presents a review, multiple criteria optimization models,
and a practical example pertaining to the integration of automated smart locker systems, capillary
distribution networks, crowdshipping, last-mile delivery and supply chain management. This
publication addresses challenges in logistics and transportation, aiming to enhance efficiency, reduce
costs and improve customer satisfaction. This study integrates automated smart locker systems,
capillary distribution networks, crowdshipping, last-mile delivery and supply chain management.
Methods: A review of the existing literature synthesizes key concepts, such as facility location
problems, vehicle routing problems and the mathematical programming approach, to optimize
supply chain operations. Conceptual optimization models are formulated to solve the complex
decision-making process involved in last-mile delivery, considering multiple objectives, including
cost minimization, delivery time optimization, service level minimization, capacity optimization,
vehicle minimization and resource utilization. Results: The multiple criteria approaches combine
the vehicle routing problem and facility location problem, demonstrating the practical applicability
of the proposed methodology in a real-world case study within a logistics company. Conclusions:
The execution of multi-criteria models optimizes automated smart locker deployment, capillary
distribution design, crowdshipping and last-mile delivery strategies, showcasing its effectiveness in
the logistics sector.

Keywords: automated smart locker; multiple criteria optimization; facility location problem; vehicle
routing problem; capillary distribution; crowdshipping; last-mile delivery; mathematical programming
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1. Introduction

The last mile delivery is frequently referred to as the foremost costly and expensive
component of the supply chain [1]. The substantial expenses of the last mile are driven
partly by a shortage of the benefits of scale as orders become more fragmented [2].

Last-mile delivery stands out as the most costly and ecologically fragile transportation
activity due to its unique challenges. Firstly, the last mile involves delivering goods directly
to the end consumer [3], often in urban or suburban areas with dense populations, complex
road networks and limited access for large vehicles. This necessitates frequent stops,
resulting in increased fuel consumption [4], vehicle wear and tear and labor costs [5].
Moreover, the ecological consequences of delivery over the last mile are substantial [6]. The
reliance on fossil fuel-powered vehicles contributes to air pollution and greenhouse gas
emissions, exacerbating climate change and posing health risks to populations in urban
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areas. Additionally, congestion caused by numerous delivery vehicles further intensifies
environmental degradation and reduces overall efficiency [7]. Addressing these challenges
requires innovative solutions such as alternative fuel vehicles [8], route optimization
algorithms [9], and collaborative delivery models [10] to minimize costs and ecological
footprints while ensuring timely and sustainable last-mile delivery services [11]. The
implementation of smart lockers [12] that function as autonomous pick-up or collecting
locations, where the client uses an optional electronic code to access the locker and acquire
a package, is one solution offered for lowering the high expenses and incorrect location
of inventory in the last mile of business to consumer (B2C) and business to business (B2B)
deliveries [13]. An automated smart locker system [14] is a secure storage unit equipped
with electronic controls for receiving, storing and dispensing packages or goods. Users
receive a notification with a unique code to access their item, enhancing convenience and
security for package delivery and pickup [15].

In EU Countries, and especially in Poland, for example, where lockers are widely used,
delivering a box from locker-to-locker costs fifteen percent to thirty percent less compared
to shipping from a locker to a house, depending on the item size [16].

Alongside their financial advantages [17], the installation of automatic smart lock-
ers helps to build a more environmentally friendly system [18]. As identified by re-
searchers [19], carbon dioxide emitted by transportation vehicles, generated from carbon-
based fuel, poses a severe environmental danger. Several academics have researched the
GHG emissions and carbon footprint consequences of traditional shopping (customer
pickup) versus the delivery of items to the users’ location for online shopping [20]. Cur-
rently, the majority of vans used for last-mile delivery are electric [21]. For traditional retail
purchasing, the buyer picks up the item they bought from the merchant and brings it to
their home in the buyer’s vehicle. For internet shopping, the product is handed over to the
client by the retailer or a courier engaged by the supplier to offer the service of home deliv-
ery [22]. Each of these delivery choices damages the environment by producing greenhouse
gas (GHG) emissions during the process of the delivery of the bought goods [23].

Numerous researchers have come up with different ideas to tackle these issues (both
economic and environmental) via alternative methods such as the so-called ‘neighbor
relay’ [24]. This method consists of compensating neighbors economically in exchange for
receiving the failed parcel deliveries due to the ‘not at home problem’ and then giving the
parcel to the customer [25]. However, this kind of study lacks feasibility and can only be
applied in certain environments, whereas automated smart lockers are taking on the parcel
delivery industry in most European countries and have already evolved into the answer to
many challenges of the last-mile delivery problem [26].

The majority of brick-and-mortar distribution systems rely on consumers to handle
basic last-mile logistics. The online form of logistics for the last mile differs widely; however,
significant issues persist, one of which is theft, notably porch piracy. In reality, millions
of parcels the United States of America vanish or become stolen on a daily basis [27].
Taking into account the consumer’s option to purchase or not purchase a drop box for
the online delivery of packages, it can be called a process of collaborative creation, which
is common in both online and traditional commerce, with the consumer’s co-creation of
supply chain [28]. This study investigates the viability [29,30] of deploying drop boxes,
an alternative delivery system, to reduce retailer financial and reputation costs while
increasing consumer confidence in direct ordering. It also concludes that such alternative
infrastructure may result in an increase in income for online businesses. It also demonstrates
that consumers are prepared to pay for such drop boxes while co-creating a range of supply
chains [27].

2. Advances to Smart Cities and Sustainable Mobility

As public awareness of the environmental risks posed by our economy grows, so
does the popularity of sustainability [31]. Green initiatives have resulted in the emergence
of what are known as Smart Cities, which combine economic growth, improved living
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standards and a reduction in the negative effects caused by commercial activities such
as logistics, transportation and city mobility [21]. Furthermore, sustainable mobility is
described as the movement or transport of people or objects that is compatible with
economic growth, social cohesion [32,33] and environmental protection [34] while incurring
low social, environmental and energy costs. Choosing automated smart lockers would have
a positive impact on the city’s economy and ecology, including the following contributions
issued in this study that promotes sustainable mobility in city centers [35]:

For an entire city, our models build a single network of automated smart lockers.
This streamlines distribution service management and helps to improve the integrated
distribution of many enterprises. The integrated administration of automated smart lockers
means that fewer distribution vehicles from different firms are required, reducing the
environmental effects [36].

The use of automated smart lockers as an alternative to standard distribution meth-
ods offers several advantages. When mobile lockers are explored, which can be erected,
disassembled and moved from one location in the city to another, better responsiveness to
demand may be accomplished [37].

Take note of the proximity parameter that has been incorporated into the optimization
model. This is an effect that mirrors automated smart locker users’ behavior, in that the
proximity to a locker translates into the ease of picking up parcels, encouraging customers
to increase their online buying frequency [38].

In short, last mile delivery confronts five major challenges: workforce aging, costs,
sustainability, growing volumes of shipments, and limited operating hours [39]. The
path forward to overcome these issues is inextricably linked to the fulfillment of the 2030
Agenda’s Sustainable Development Goals [40]. The aging of the metropolitan working
population has resulted in a scarcity of physically demanding package delivery personnel.
As a result, any increase in distribution activities implies an improvement in working
conditions, as sought by Goal 8 of the 2030 Agenda.

In turn, the modernization of the last mile with new parcel delivery alternatives such
as collection sites or automated lockers is a step forward for sustainable development,
as it is linked to SDG number 9’s industry, innovation and infrastructure. Implementing
lockers minimizes automobile traffic and hence polluting emissions, improving the social
dimension of cities and addressing the needs of the 11th SDG of sustainable cities. To
that end, we incorporate new methodologies and approaches, such as the use of system
engineering simulations or the ability to obtain visual results in the form of maps to aid in
the decision-making and planning processes of urban projects and delivery companies [41].

This contribution emphasizes the distinctive aspects of this research when juxtaposed
with prior studies. Firstly, a novel perspective is introduced to the optimization conundrum,
rooted in the operational framework of the courier enterprise [42]. Secondly, we harness
a more extensive dataset for our case study, culminating in a refined automated smart
locker distribution network for parcels and assorted deliveries with clear-cut solutions
depicted on maps [43]. Thirdly, we integrate a comprehensive optimization model that
tackles both the vehicle routing problem for courier deliveries to automated smart lockers
and the facility location problem for locker emplacements [44]. Moreover, we delve into
the scalability of the predicament, endeavoring to forge a model adaptable to diverse
urban landscapes [45]. In addition, we employ systems engineering principles to devise
a groundbreaking e-shopper demand prediction [46]. Furthermore, we incorporate an
analysis of the impact of locker proximity on customer behavior, encompassing aspects
such as capillary distribution and crowdshipping within the systems engineering model,
thus augmenting the efficacy of the methodology [47] and fostering a deeper fusion of the
simulation–optimization framework [48,49].

3. Automated Smart Lockers

Automated smart lockers are self-service storage devices that are meant to speed up
the delivery and collection of items. They are usually located in easily accessible areas such
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as shopping malls, office buildings or residential complexes. Users can choose a locker,
provide their information and then receive a unique access code or QR code to unlock the
given locker. Couriers can leave packages in the lockers, and recipients can pick up their
packages whenever they want by entering the code or scanning the QR code. These lockers
provide safe and convenient delivery solutions, particularly for online consumers and busy
people who may not be available during typical delivery hours [50].

Automated smart lockers offer diverse applications across industries [51]. In retail,
they streamline click-and-collect processes, enhancing customer convenience [52]. Within
workplaces, they provide secure storage for employees’ belongings [53]. Educational
institutions can utilize them for contactless book lending or equipment distribution. In
healthcare settings, they facilitate medicine pick-ups and secure storage of medical supplies.
Smart lockers also serve in the hospitality industry for guest key management and parcel
delivery. In residential complexes, they manage package deliveries efficiently. Moreover,
they can be integrated into public transportation hubs for temporary luggage storage. Over-
all, automated smart lockers optimize storage, enhance security, and improve operational
efficiency across various sectors.

Automated smart lockers facilitate the delivery of a wide range of items, including
parcels, groceries, books, dry cleaning and even prescription medications. They offer a
secure and convenient solution for contactless pickup and drop-off services. Businesses can
utilize them for e-commerce deliveries, reducing missed deliveries and ensuring package
security. Additionally, food delivery services can leverage smart lockers for temperature-
controlled storage, maintaining the freshness of perishable goods. These lockers also
support the sharing economy by enabling the exchange of goods between individuals.
Overall, automated smart lockers enhance efficiency and reliability in delivering various
items while providing a seamless user experience. In Figure 1. automated smart parcel lock-
ers from different countries and different companies are shown. Diversified functionality
of automated smart lockers are presented in Figure 2.
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4. Capillary Distribution

Capillary distribution is a product distribution approach that involves using small-
scale, localized channels to reach customers. It is built on the concept of using a network
of tiny, interconnected points of sale as opposed to depending primarily on large, central-
ized distribution centers. This strategy tries to improve accessibility and close the gap
between items and consumers. Capillary distribution frequently entails collaborating with
local shops or opening pop-up stores in strategic locations. Businesses can expand their
market reach and deliver a more personalized shopping experience by leveraging existing
infrastructure and engaging with customers on a local level.

Capillary distribution for smart lockers in urban areas involves strategically placing
locker units across densely populated regions, ensuring easy accessibility for residents. By
leveraging existing infrastructure like public transportation hubs or commercial centers,
smart lockers can be installed at convenient locations, reducing last-mile delivery chal-
lenges. Integration with mobile apps enables users to locate nearby lockers and schedule
deliveries or pickups. This distribution model optimizes space utilization, minimizes
delivery distances and reduces traffic congestion. Additionally, it fosters sustainability by
encouraging walking or cycling for shorter trips. Overall, capillary distribution enhances
the efficiency and effectiveness of smart locker systems in urban environments, catering to
diverse needs seamlessly.

5. Crowdshipping

Crowdshipping is a distribution concept that involves a network of volunteers known
as “crowdshippers” transporting packages or items from one point to another. It capitalizes
on sharing the economy’s strength by utilizing the unused capacity in people’s vehicles or
depending on people who are already driving in the desired direction [54]. Crowdshippers
can use a crowdshipping website to sign up and offer to distribute packages along their
scheduled routes. Senders can then use the platform to request a delivery, connecting with
a crowdshipper who is nearby and travelling in the right direction. Crowdshipping is a
low-cost and flexible alternative to traditional courier services, allowing for speedier and
more convenient delivery choices, especially for local or short-distance items.

Crowdshipping complements smart locker systems in residential areas by tapping into
a network of individuals [55] for package delivery. In big city agglomerations, residents
can opt to become crowdshippers, offering to deliver parcels to nearby smart lockers in
exchange for incentives. This decentralized approach reduces delivery times and costs
while increasing flexibility. Smart lockers serve as centralized pickup points, enhancing
security and convenience for both senders and receivers. Mobile apps connect users with
crowdshippers, facilitating efficient coordination and tracking. By harnessing the power of
the crowd, smart locker systems in residential areas optimize delivery operations, alleviate
congestion, and promote community engagement, ultimately enhancing the overall urban
logistics ecosystem. This system is at the moment theoretical, but it has roots in car sharing,
since car sharing and crowdshipping both leverage underutilized resources in urban
areas for efficient transport. Car sharing allows individuals to share vehicles, reducing
congestion and pollution. Similarly, crowdshipping harnesses the unused capacity of
travelers to deliver goods, optimizing delivery routes and reducing carbon emissions [56].
Both models promote resource sharing, decrease the number of vehicles on the road, and
offer sustainable solutions for urban mobility and logistics.

6. Last-Mile Delivery Supply Chain

Last-mile delivery is the final stage of the delivery process in which goods are trans-
ferred from a transportation hub or distribution center to the final destination, which is
usually a customer’s doorstep. It is the most crucial and difficult aspect of the supply
chain [57], accounting for a large chunk of the overall delivery cost [58]. Last-mile delivery
can be accomplished through a variety of methods, including traditional postal services,
courier businesses and developing alternatives such as crowdshipping or self-driving deliv-
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ery vehicles. To meet consumer expectations, this stage necessitates effective route planning,
real-time tracking and prompt delivery. Last-mile delivery is critical to e-commerce success
and a significant emphasis area for organizations looking to optimize logistics operations
and improve customer happiness.

Optimizing last-mile delivery in urban areas requires a combination of automated
smart lockers and efficient vehicle routing. Automated smart lockers act as distribution
hubs, reducing delivery distances and improving convenience for recipients. Integrating
these lockers with an optimal vehicle routing system addresses the challenges of navigating
dense urban environments and managing delivery routes for small trucks and vans.

Firstly, the optimal vehicle routing problem (VRP) considers factors such as delivery
time windows, vehicle capacities, and traffic conditions to determine the most efficient
routes for each vehicle. Algorithms like genetic algorithms [59] or ant colony optimization
can be employed to find near-optimal solutions, minimizing travel distances and time
while maximizing delivery capacity.

Secondly, automated smart lockers strategically placed throughout the urban area
serve as delivery and pickup points, minimizing the need for direct doorstep deliveries.
Delivery vehicles drop off multiple packages at these lockers in a single trip, reducing
congestion and carbon emissions associated with individual deliveries.

Thirdly, real-time data and GPS technology enable dynamic route adjustments based
on traffic congestion, weather conditions, and delivery demand fluctuations. This flexibility
ensures timely deliveries and enhances customer satisfaction.

Furthermore, integrating smart lockers with mobile apps allows recipients to schedule
deliveries, select preferred pickup locations, and receive notifications when packages are
ready for pickup. This level of customization enhances the overall delivery experience
while reducing failed delivery attempts and associated costs.

Overall, the combination of automated smart lockers and optimal vehicle routing
addresses the complexities of last-mile delivery in urban areas, resulting in cost savings,
reduced environmental impacts and improved service reliability.

7. Horizontal Cooperation in Last-Mile Smart City Supply Chain

Horizontal cooperation in urban last-mile supply chains involves collaborating be-
tween various stakeholders, such as delivery services, automated smart locker providers
and other delivery points, to streamline package delivery processes [60]. In this system,
trucks and vans transport packages to strategically located smart lockers and delivery
points across the city [61]. These lockers serve as convenient hubs for recipients to collect
their items at their preferred time, reducing the need for multiple individual deliveries to
dispersed locations [62]. Additionally, drones can complement traditional delivery meth-
ods by swiftly transporting lightweight packages to designated lockers or points, further
optimizing delivery efficiency [63]. By integrating these technologies and coordinating
efforts horizontally, the last-mile supply chain becomes more agile and responsive to urban
demands [64]. Ultimately, this approach enhances the overall efficiency of urban logistics,
reduces congestion, and minimizes environmental impact, contributing to the development
of smarter and more sustainable cities [65].

8. Supply Chain for Automated Smart Lockers for Parcels

By providing a simple and secure solution for package delivery and collection, auto-
mated smart parcel lockers play an important role in the supply chain [66]. These lockers
are strategically placed throughout various neighborhoods and public spaces, making
them accessible to both shops and customers. The supply chain for automated smart
lockers for packages and other items is comprised of several steps, beginning with the
cooperation of retailers and logistics suppliers [67]. Packages are delivered by retailers to
distribution facilities, where they are sorted and assigned to individual lockers based on
their destination and consumer preferences [68,69]. Once the packages have been assigned,
logistics providers transfer them to the appropriate lockers, assuring on-time delivery [70].
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The lockers have extensive tracking and notification systems that allow clients to receive
real-time updates on their shipments as well as access the codes to retrieve them [71]. Main-
tenance and monitoring activities are also part of the supply chain for automated parcel
lockers. Locker operators inspect and service the lockers on a regular basis, ensuring that
they are in proper working order and fixing any technical difficulties as soon as possible to
minimize inconveniences [72]. Finally, the supply chain includes the consumer experience.
Customers can pick up their packages at their leisure, eliminating the need to wait for
home deliveries or visit post offices. This streamlined and efficient method improves client
satisfaction while shortening the supply chain’s overall delivery time [73].

Building an effective supply chain for automated smart lockers presents several pros
and cons [74]. On the positive side, it enhances operational efficiency by reducing delivery
times and costs associated with last-mile logistics [75]. Smart lockers also improve customer
convenience by offering secure and accessible pickup locations, reducing missed deliveries
and enhancing overall satisfaction [76]. Additionally, optimizing the supply chain for smart
lockers can lead to reduced carbon emissions and congestion in urban areas, contributing
to environmental sustainability [48]. However, there are challenges to consider. Initial
investment costs for installing and maintaining the locker infrastructure can be significant.
Integration with existing logistics networks and coordination with multiple stakeholders
may pose complexities. Moreover, ensuring adequate capacity and availability of lockers
to meet fluctuating demand requires careful planning. Balancing these factors while
maintaining service reliability and scalability is essential for successfully building an
effective supply chain for automated smart lockers.

9. Urban Logistics Examples for Smart Cities

The movement of goods and their transportation in urban areas is known as urban
logistics. Urban logistics refers to all movements within a city district, both in terms of
supplying end customers and in terms of supplying retail, industry or trade.

The urban last mile presents a significant challenge for the freight industry, as con-
gestion and emissions caused by second-lane parking are higher compared to the parcel
segment on a per-vehicle basis. Although the public sector has initiated pilot projects
and implemented various initiatives on a city level, there is a lack of systemic change and
unified regulatory frameworks.

Different examples of urban logistics for smart cities include urban freight shipping,
which promotes social and environmental justice; zero-emission cars, involving down-
stream and life-cycle sustainability evaluations; infrastructure and logistics complexity with
the evolving urban freight fleet; non-motorized and micro shipments, including solutions
with walking and cycling; community-driven and participatory urban freight planning and
elicitation integrated planning for people and goods; the impact of “Complete Streets” and
“15-min city” on freight transit; city shipping and the perspective of zero-crash avoidance
targets; cyber innovation, governance of data, open data and data sharing; curb procedures
and assignment of modes; low/zero pollution limits; home connectivity and availability
of products; political economy of emerging urban freight trends (e.g., warehouse and
port automation and digitization, gig economy) and workforce implications; green tech
innovations and applications; and crowd logistics, coopetition and liability.

According to a calculation made by the World Economic Forum, around thirty percent
of e-commerce decline of private retail volume could mitigate related delivery flow. They
assessed the impact of growing B2B and B2C urban deliveries across several dimensions,
and these were the results:

“First, the number of delivery vehicles on the road will increase by 36% between 2019
and 2030 (top 100 cities globally). Second, these vehicles will emit an additional 6
million tonnes of CO2, putting additional pressure on cities’ and automotive OEMs’
decarbonization targets. Third, cities will be burdened with even more congestion. Our
research has shown that the average commute time could increase by 21% (purely last-
mile delivery induced), equalling an additional 11 min of commute time for each passenger
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every day by 2030. This modelling outcome is very much aligned with what we have seen
in real life in recent years, with an increase of commute times of between 20% and 35%
since 2010 in cities”. [49]

10. Last-Mile Delivery Electricity Risk

Electricity usage has a significant impact on last-mile delivery strategies employing
automated smart parcel lockers, capillary distribution and crowdshipping. While these in-
novations aim to streamline delivery processes and reduce carbon emissions by optimizing
routes and leveraging shared resources, they heavily rely on electricity to operate [77].

Automated smart parcel lockers need electricity to power their systems for secure
storage and retrieval of parcels. Capillary distribution systems, which involve setting up
smaller distribution centers closer to customers, require energy for sorting, packaging and
transportation. Crowdshipping platforms, reliant on mobile apps and communication
technologies, consume electricity for their operations [78].

Increased electricity usage raises concerns about environmental sustainability and
carbon footprints. The energy sources powering these operations, if not renewable, can
contribute to greenhouse gas emissions and environmental degradation.

Moreover, reliance on electricity poses a risk of service disruption during power
outages or shortages [79], potentially leading to delays and inefficiencies in last-mile
delivery. Businesses need to consider implementing backup power solutions or investing in
renewable energy sources to mitigate these risks and minimize their environmental impact.
Balancing the benefits of these innovative delivery methods with their energy requirements
is crucial for creating sustainable and resilient last-mile logistics systems.

11. Literature Review

This section provides an in-depth assessment of the literature on automated smart lock-
ers systems (ASLS) for parcels and other delivery products, including their use, popularity,
and consumer behavior. There are numerous studies that highlight the contributions to
sustainable mobility made by self-collection delivery systems. Furthermore, studies based
on facility location problem (FLP) optimization [80], agent-based modeling [81], and system
dynamics simulations [82] are reviewed, all of which are applied to the field of last-mile
logistics with a connection to vehicle routing problem (VRP) for delivery schedules for
automated smart lockers facilities [83].

The amount of literature on parcel lockers has increased recently, and it is abundantly
evident that there are numerous benefits to using one. The usage of automated smart
lockers for parcels and other delivery items instead of traditional home delivery decreases
vehicle miles traveled while being effective [84]. By streamlining the pick-up of returned
goods, automated smart parcel lockers can also help the supply chain. Additionally, the
self-service feature of lockers, according to data from focus groups, not only lowers costs
but may also boost value for the clients [85].

Regarding location preferences, in Poland, customers strongly preferred locations
close to their homes or on their commutes, while those near retail malls and transit hubs
were the least desirable [86]. However, in some countries like Brazil and Sweden, the most
desired places were supermarkets and malls [87]. This shows how economy, culture and
many other factors take part in determining the location of the lockers, but these are not the
most relevant aspects that are considered. Six criteria that affect locker location have been
identified by a recent review of the literature: potential 24 h service accessibility, security,
environmental effects, installation costs, and governmental restrictions. Household income
and internet usage are significant factors that influence online purchases, according to
e-commerce literature [88]; higher-income households with greater access to computers
and the internet are more likely to do so [89].

An automated smart parcel locker is suggested by experts to enhance urban logistics
operations. But choosing where to put these automated smart lockers is not an easy
matter [90]. In recent studies, researchers have used a simulation–optimization approach
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that integrates a system engineering simulation model with a multi-period capacitated
facility location problem based on the city of Dortmund, Germany [46,47]. To first illustrate
the fundamental elements and interdependencies of the automated locker system, they
constructed causal-loop and stock-flow diagrams. The ideal number of automated lockers
to be installed in each period was then determined using a multi-period model. The cost
and dependability level for many situations with arbitrary needs were finally estimated
using a Monte Carlo simulation. According to their results, only one solution reached
100% reliability. To improve this, they suggest increasing the detail in some parameters
used in the simulation and remodeling the code to enhance accuracy. Models have become
the main tool to solve the facility location problem, and they tend to be unique for every
case study. It is important to manage significant amounts of information about the place
where automated smart lockers will be located; this will not only help the model to be more
reliable, but it will also help the researchers to improve the model.

One of the most important parameters to pay attention to is demand. The assessment
of the prospective demand for an automated parcel locker system that is being implemented
is presented in this study [46]. For determining the potential demand for automated lockers,
a two-stage methodology was devised. Based on random utility modelling, they present
the current demand for attended and unattended deliveries in the first step. Further in the
study, they found out that their proposed option for the automated locker location is more
suitable for cities with a well-developed network of minimarkets. This is one of the reasons
that the facility location problem is sometimes so challenging, as it may only satisfy certain
conditions, while for others, a totally different approach is needed.

12. Graph Representations of Automated Smart Locker System Optimization Problems

After the facility location problem is optimized owing to the demand of delivery items,
the set of available lockers (first vertex presentation) and the set of client locations (second
vertex presentation) are connected by axes. The movement of clients picking up goods from
lockers is represented by axes. The optimization model is optimized using the GUROBI
9.5.1 solver. Author is using the GUROBI 9.5.1 solver for optimization, as well as various
graphical tools to design a network with client position points (vertex) and chosen (after
optimization) location points (vertex) of the automated smart lockers. We know all the
prospective customer locations as of the input date, but we do not know which locker
locations will be optimum. The set of all feasible locker sites in the city is also known;
however, as a solution, we always received a vertex from the set of lockers. To answer the
question of what kind of graph represents the two networks, we believe it is a directed
graph because this graph is, more accurately, the new optimal network (graph) after every
optimization round is a graph made up of vertices connected by directed edges (arcs). The
link is between the customer’s location (vertex) and the nearest automated smart locker
location (vertex). The arc on the directed edge represents the number of parcels retrieved
weekly by the customer from the locker. Considering the information below, we feel the
graph describing our network customer locker is directed and acyclic.

In the urban area, we gave a satellite view of the installed automated smart lockers in
the network at the start of the period t = 0. We displayed a satellite view of the network’s
installed automated lockers at the end of the period t = 151 in the urban area. We opted
not to include the directed edges—arcs between all client locations (vertex) directed to
the nearest automated parcel locker site (vertex)—in both figures. Our network customer-
locker graph is directed and acyclic; however, adding directed edges (arcs) between the
customer and locker will render both images illegible.

On the other hand, automated smart lockers suffer the same problem as most of the
delivery and transport industries, the FLP (facility location problem). The FLP is a classic
optimization problem that determines the best location for a factory or warehouse to be
placed based on geographical demands, facility costs, and transportation distances. The
significance of the best location is determined by the nature of the problem in terms of the
constraints and site optimality criteria [91]. Hospitals, fire stations, bus stops, train stations,
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petrol stations, blood bank centers, retail businesses, neighborhoods, libraries, parks, post
offices, airports and landfills may all be located using FLPs. The FLP can be thought of
as a more generalized version of the vehicle routing problem with fixed expenditures for
facility installation [92], providing an in-depth analysis and explanation of the FLPs.

In Figure 3, we can see that the demand points are represented on the customer
nodes with the corresponding distances between the distribution facility and the customers.
Suppose we are interested in covering only customers located within a maximum distance
of ‘x’ km of all the customers represented in the plane (left side of), where the right
side shows that the distribution facility can serve only three customers. In this example,
calculations were made considering only the distance from the distribution facility to the
customer; however, the value may be measured using other quantities like time, cost and
demand satisfaction.
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In this paper, we seek to improve and optimize the usage of last-mile delivery by
studying the case of a company in selected urban areas. Wroclaw is the second-largest city
in Poland, which is one of the most developed countries regarding the automated parcel
lockers business. Additionally, Wroclaw itself has significant relevance in the e-commerce
industry, as the DHL, FedEx and UPS centers are based there. We consider a real company
that has around 400 lockers installed over the whole region that are unevenly spread in the
78 districts. Those with a greater and denser population contain more lockers than those
that are more depopulated, and distance and population are key factors in determining the
location of the lockers.

To achieve the target of optimizing the automated smart locker distribution and usage,
we apply two mathematical optimization models that will be implemented in AMPL
language so they can be executed with the help of GUROBI 9.5.1 solver. One is focused
on an agent-based modeling criterion and solves the data for important parameters such
as population, e-shoppers, automated smart locker users and demand. The other one is
the FLP model; hence, it gives us the distribution of lockers by district and the costs for
executing that solution. It is important to remark that the modeling is set for the next three
years, while the current status of a company in a selected city is heavily influenced by a
5-year investment that increases the number of automated smart lockers in comparison
with the model. The model shows that automated smart locker installation is very sensitive
to demand, and it depicts the evolution of this industry. Based on the results, it can be
stated that anticipation with a good approximation of future events in the e-commerce
industry may lead to a better optimized automated smart locker system.

Because of the constraints that were in place to tackle the pandemic, both local and
worldwide supply chains encountered performance problems, while e-commerce demand
increased. Regardless, despite the tremendous COVID-19 shock [93], much of the spike in
online shares has been revealed to be a temporary phenomenon. These disruptions have
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worsened the difficulty of alternative last-mile options in urban logistics, resulting in novel
package delivery systems that mix physical and digital solutions such as self-collection
delivery systems. Self-collection delivery systems benefit both courier companies and
clients by providing time-window flexibility while lowering overall mileage, delivery time,
and, as a result, gas emissions [94,95].

This research focuses on common-carrier automated smart lockers for parcels and
other delivery items, which contain automated multi-compartment storage systems that
allow couriers to appropriately dispose of things and temporarily and securely store online
purchases until they are picked up by clients [96]. These storage systems are commonly
found in residential structures, stores, petrol stations and community centers, where they
serve groups of people [97,98]. Correos has had automated smart lockers called “Citypaq”
since 2015, with over 4200 automated smart lockers in Spain.

Unlike previous research that used hybrid modeling to create automated parcel locker
networks, this study combines a system engineering optimization model to assess e-
commerce demand in a dense urban area and investigates the model’s scalability for
additional locations [99,100]. The multiple criteria location of the facility technique was
used to present and solve problems [101,102] by combining the objective functions of profit
maximization, cost minimization, demand coverage maximization and locker number
minimizing in a set. Demand forecasting was utilized, and the optimization technique
made use of the GUROBI 9.5.1 solver.

An API for Bing Maps calculates the actual driving distances between customer nodes
and automated smart locker service nodes, calculating the maximum distance a client is
willing to go to pick up their parcel. This is defined as a parameter in the model, and it
constrains the resulting automated smart locker network solution to reduce the customer’s
trip distance. The success of automated smart lockers is primarily due to the flexibility they
provide to all players in the last mile supply chain, as implementing parcel lockers reduces
parcel delivery time and courier vehicle dwell time, lowering the negative environmental
impact of last-mile logistics in cities.

This paper examines the input data using a case study of Wrocław, a city in Southwest
Poland where automatic smart parcel lockers have been in operation for several years.
An optimization technique is given based on the case study to construct a hybrid model
that is capable of addressing a configuration of automatic smart parcel lockers for the
proposed demand scenarios and vehicle fleet optimization. The goal for creating these
models is to have a tool that can be utilized as an aid in the decision-making processes of
entities and businesses when planning projects for the installation of automated lockers
in cities. The fundamental contribution of this research is to investigate the feasibility of
combining optimization techniques to address difficult real-world challenges, specifically
in the context of developing delivery networks for last-mile distribution. It highlights
the benefits of combining system engineering optimization into the simulation of real-
life features, especially when dealing with interconnected demands from various clients.
This study demonstrates the efficiency of a multi-criteria approach in handling complex
optimization challenges in urban logistics.

13. Methodology

In this section, we present the mathematical models used for solving the demand
evolution of automated smart lockers for packages and other delivery items with the use of
the vehicle routing problem for delivery to ASL systems and the facility location problem
for the optimal allocation of lockers in the urban area. The models are then translated
into AMPL language and implemented into the optimization software with the help of the
GUROBI 9.5.1 solver.
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13.1. Simulation Procedure

At the end of every month, the FLP solver process is run using the simulated data at
that time. Later, the FLP solution provides feedback to the simulation model by deciding
the optimal location and number of automated smart lockers.

The above methodology has also been implemented by the author in previous pa-
pers [79,80]. The author has also used a similar approach for estimating eShoppers, au-
tomated smart lockers users and parcel demand growth in a paper [81] about a case of
automated smart locker usage.

The main contribution of this study lies in exploring the potential of integrating opti-
mization and simulation techniques to address complex real-world problems, specifically
in the context of creating an automated smart locker network for last-mile distribution.

Finally, this paper highlights the effectiveness of a hybrid model in effectively tackling
complex optimization problems within urban logistics. Additionally, it demonstrates the
advantages of incorporating system dynamics into the simulation of real-life features,
particularly when dealing with interrelated demands from diverse customers.

All the advances in operations research are favorable for the improvement of models
that are similar to the one presented, which could be applicable to problems involving au-
tonomous vehicles, assisted delivery by robots [103] or unmanned aerial vehicles (drones),
among other innovative solutions for last-mile delivery.

Future work should overcome the main limitation of this research, which is the
parameter tuning. It is crucial to move forward by acquiring data from primary sources,
which could involve conducting in-field surveys [104] to gather more accurate and reliable
data so that a more comprehensive understanding of the behavior of the parcel demand
system is provided and the accuracy of their findings is improved.

13.2. Agent-Based Model

The simulation models [31,47,80–82] were implemented in Anylogic using an agent-
based modeling approach over city district nodes i ∈ I = {1, 2, 3, . . ., I}, customer nodes
j ∈ J = {1, 2, 3, . . ., J} and time t ∈ T = {0, 1, 2, . . ., T}.

The simulation starts with given initial values at t = 0 related to the population, eS-
hoppers, automated smart locker users, and parcel demands. The simulation is built
using the districts as the basic agents. Therefore, the previous magnitudes are referred
to in each district as i ∈ I. Afterwards, these data are updated on a weekly basis for the
population, eShoppers, automated smart locker users and parcel demands, where αit is
a random variable for the historical population growth in the city, and βit, γit and δit are
the growth factors for eShoppers, automated smart locker users and purchases per user,
respectively, from t − 1 to t such that βit = βi,t−1ε, γit = γi,t−1ε and δit = δi,t−1 ε ∀i ∈ I,
∀t ∈ T: t > 0. The βit variables need to be adjusted at t = 0 by dividing the real eShoppers’
yearly growth rate over the eShoppers’ share of the initial value. Moreover, ε is a uniform
random variable in the interval [a,b] (ε ~ U[a,b]) that represents the random effects. Addi-
tionally, φ it stands for the effect of automated smart locker availability (the number and
location of automated smart lockers in district i at time t).

This effect is formulated in our simulation model as follows: ω is the sensitivity of
increasing the number of automated smart locker users, and yi the number of automated
smart lockers available in district i ∈ I. Furthermore, the purchases per automated smart
locker user (ppuit) are obtained by combining the average purchases per year and auto-
mated smart locker user (ppy) with the demand distribution (ddt) on a yearly basis. Finally,
every month, the FLP solver procedure is launched, considering the simulated data at that
point and feed-backing the simulation model by determining the optimal number and
location of the automated smart lockers.
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14. Multi-Criteria Automated Smart Locker System Optimization Models with Vehicle
Routing Constraints

The multi-objective mathematical programming conceptual models are designed to
support the planning, organization and optimization of automated smart lockers system,
taking into consideration vehicle routing networks of delivery between depots and auto-
mated smart lockers as well as supply chain efficiency. Possible optimization criteria can
consider the following aspects:

• Minimization of assignment cost in all districts, for all customers, to all automated
smart lockers.

• Minimization of delivery distance for all trucks/vans to all automated smart lockers.
• Minimization of delivery time for all trucks/vans to all automated smart lockers.
• Minimization of delivery costs for all trucks/vans to all automated smart lockers.
• Maximization of the efficiency of usage of the automated smart locker network.
• Maximization of the utilization of usage of the automated smart locker network.
• Maximization of the sustainability of the supply chain.
• Maximization of the level of delivery accomplishment.
• Maximization of a set of resilient suppliers.
• Minimization of disruptions in the supply chain network of depots vs. automated

smart lockers.
• Minimization of the number of automated smart lockers vs. maximization of revenue

from the usage of the automated smart locker network.
• Minimization of automated smart locker network costs vs. maximization of the

utilization of the automated smart locker network.
• Minimization of the number of automated smart lockers vs. maximization of the

utilization of the automated smart lockers.

Before going through the results, it is important to distinguish between the total
revenue to which the network could aspire and the real profit that is obtained from the
assigned parcels to the automated smart lockers. The total revenue corresponds to the
case where all the demand of the system would be attended by the installed automated
smart lockers, while the real revenue corresponds to that obtained from the actual attended
demand. This, combined with the objective of minimizing the number of automated
smart lockers, leads to the solution with the least number of automated smart lockers in
the network.

In this case, the objectives that are pursued are minimizing costs and maximizing the
utilization of lockers, aiming to cover the maximum demand of parcels with the minimum
amount of expenses. This optimization model is defined over the same set of nodes
i ∈ I and j ∈ J, representing the districts and customers, respectively. This automated smart
locker model seeks the optimal location of automated smart lockers and the assignment of
customers to districts hosting automated smart lockers in such a way that total costs are
minimized, subject to a number of constraints.

This automated smart locker optimization model is defined over the same set of nodes
i ∈ I and j ∈ J representing, the customers and districts respectively. Thus, the optimization
model searches for the optimal assignment of customers to districts and the automated
smart locker optimal location with the objective of minimizing the total costs. Details about
the model decision variable, model parameters and model criteria are shown in Tables 1–5.

The presented set of criteria to be considered in the multi-objective conceptual op-
timization model has been chosen based on decision maker preferences. These criteria
should be included in the multi-objective function of the optimization model.
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Table 1. Model I—decision variables.

Decision Variable Description

xijkl 1 if delivery with the use of truck/van k ∈ K to automated smart
locker l ∈ L for assigned customer j ∈ J to district i ∈ I, 0 otherwise

yil 1 if automated smart locker l ∈ L is located in district i ∈ I,
0 otherwise

zklo 1 if delivery with use of truck/van k ∈ K to automated smart
locker l ∈ L from depot o ∈ O, 0 otherwise

ukl Number of truck/van k ∈ K used for delivery to automated smart
locker l ∈ L

wil Number of automated smart locker l ∈ L located in district i ∈ I

Table 2. Model I—parameters.

Parameter Description

cijl
Assignment cost in district i ∈ I for customer j ∈ J to an

automated smart locker l ∈ L
dj Delivery demand for customer j ∈ J

eil
Operating cost for an automated smart locker l ∈ L located at

district i ∈ I

fiklo
Cost of delivery by truck/van k ∈ K to an automated smart locker

l ∈ L located at district i ∈ L, from depot o ∈ O
gi Cost for an automated smart locker located at district i ∈ I

M Minimum percentage of automated smart locker
capacity utilization

ail Capacity at district i ∈ I of automated smart locker l ∈ L
dlo Distance between automated smart locker l ∈ L and depot o ∈ O

Table 3. Criteria included in Model I—the multi-objective function.

Criterion Description

∑
i∈I

∑
j∈J

∑
l∈L

cijlwil
Assignment cost for all districts, and for all
customers, to all automated smart lockers

∑
k∈K

∑
l∈L

dloukl
Delivery distance for all trucks/vans to all

automated smart lockers

Table 4. Model II—decision variables.

Decision Variable Description

Xij Takes the value 1 if customer j ∈ J is assigned to
district i ∈ I, 0 therwise

Yi APLs that are located at district i ∈ I

Table 5. Model II—parameters.

Parameter Description

cij Assignment cost for customer j ∈ J to an APL located at district i ∈ I
dj Customer j ∈ J demand
sci Setting up cost for an APL located at district i ∈ I
dci Removing cost for an APL located at district i ∈ I
uci Upkeep cost for an APL located at district i ∈ I
M APL capacity utilization minimum percentage
ai APL capacity at district i ∈ I

bi,t−1 Previously existing APL located at district i ∈ I
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The set of objectives in Model I are subject to both symmetric and asymmetric travel-
ing salesman and vehicle routing problem [105] constraints with Miller–Tucker–Zemlin
MTZ [106] subtour elimination constraints.

The set of criteria chosen by the decision maker in the objective function of Model II is
subject to the following set of constraints:

∑
i∈I

xij = 1, ∀j ∈ J (1)

Mxij ≥ yi, ∀i ∈ I, ∀j ∈ J : i = j (2)

∑
j∈J

dj ≥ m∑
i∈I

aiyi (3)

∑
jϵJ

djxij ≤ aiyi, ∀i ∈ I (4)

xij ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i ∈ I, ∀j ∈ J (5)

yi ∈ Z+, ∀i ∈ I (6)

The multicriteria in Model II is defined by the criteria presented in Equations (2) and (3),
with Equation (6) defining the constraints:

1. Equation (2) assigns each customer j ∈ J to a district i ∈ I only if an APL is there.
2. Equation (3) ensures that if an APL is located in a district, the customers in that district

are assigned to it. Here, M indicates a sufficiently large number.
3. Equation (4) guarantees a minimum APL use for a given demand.
4. Equation (5) ensures that the APL’s capacities are not violated.
5. Equations (6) describes the variable ranges.

The objective, depending on the decision maker’s preferences, can consist of two
objectives: minimizing the number of lockers and maximizing the utilization of lockers to
ensure that the system covers the maximum demand of parcels. The items listed below start
with the service costs of assigning customers to districts where an APL is accessible. These
service prices are determined by distance and demand. The second term indicates the costs
of establishing the APL, whereas the third term represents the costs of decommissioning an
existing APL.

15. Case Study

In order to compile and run the models in Anylogic, the author use excel tables with
the input data needed to obtain the results. For the first model, the author needs the
population of each district obtained from reference [107]. Figure 4 depicts the density
distribution across Wroclaw and shows the more populated areas in a darker red. The
number of lockers from the company in each district were given by the company.

Then, with the help of Google Maps, the author obtained the approximated coordinates
for each district so the agent-based model could be solved. Additionally, Company A
provided the data for the assignment costs of each district. Furthermore, the size of the
locker, price for setting up a locker, decommissioning costs and maintenance costs were
also given. They are depicted in Table 6.

Although the model varies internally, for variables such as e-shoppers or population
growth there must be some initial values that approximate the current situation in Wroclaw.
Growth rates of population, e-shoppers, automated smart locker users and purchases are
shown in Table 7.
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Table 6. Costs and capacity of an automated smart locker.

lockerCapacity (cm3)
setUpLockerCost

(EUR)
decommissioningCost

(EUR)
upKeepCost
(EUR/Week)

320 2450 80 155

Table 7. Growth rates of population, e-shoppers, automated smart locker users and purchases.

populationGrowthRate eShoppersGrowthRate Automated Smart Locker
usersGrowthRate AvPurchaseGrowthRate

0.009 0.1 0.15 0.2

Finally, crucial information with a significant impact on the results is the expected
demand. Each week, the demand changes and the model adapts accordingly to optimize
its performance to the fullest extent possible. In Poland, Christmas has a huge impact,
with orders increasing in the months of November and December, whereas in January and
February, sales fall by almost half. Figure 5 shows a graphical representation.
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16. Results
16.1. E-Shoppers and Automated Smart Locker Users

Wroclaw’s population is on the rise. Throughout the years, this will affect in the
automated smart locker industry. Thus, the author have considered an initial growth of
0.9% yearly, but this will vary slightly according to the agent-based model. Every year, the
population will grow, and consequently, more e-shoppers will appear. However, this is not
the only factor that affects e-shoppers, as the model introduces a variable that produces
random effects.

Figure 6 shows the random effects introduced by the model, varying e-shopper growth.
E-shopper evolution is very dependent on population growth, as it follows a similar
tendency. This increment in e-shoppers has a positive impact in the number of automated
smart locker users, which by the end of the 3rd year is nearly double the number of users
at the beginning.
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16.2. Parcel Demand

Parcel demand is directly correlated with the number of automated smart locker users.
The more users, the more parcel deliveries will be made to an automated smart locker. In
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the agent-based model, it is defined that the purchases per automated smart locker user
(ppuit) are obtained by combining the average purchases per year and automated smart
locker user (ppy) with the demand distribution (ddt) on a yearly basis, so ppuit = ppy·ddt.

Essentially, this shows how dependent parcel demand is from the expected demand
at the time. Once the purchases per automated smart locker user are obtained, it is as
simple as multiplying the two factors, automated smart locker user·ppuit, to define the
parcel demand. Parcel demand evolution is given in Figure 8. The simulation gives the
following solution:
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Figure 8. Parcel demand evolution.

The demand distribution throughout the year is the same every year. As was shown
the data section, the expected demand has its own distribution depending on the month.
Additionally, as the number of automated smart locker users increases yearly, so does the
demand, and in the 152nd week, there were almost 60,000 parcels.

16.3. Number of Lockers

At the beginning of the simulation, there were no lockers previously installed; hence,
for the first week, the model locates many lockers in different districts. Then, once the
model checks the demand for the first months, it removes a substantial number of lockers.
From that point on, the number of lockers follows a similar behavior to the demand, which
emphasizes its reliance. Evolution of the number of lockers is shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Evolution of the number of lockers.
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At the end of the 152nd week of the simulation, there are 151 lockers installed, which
falls short compared to the nearly 400 set up by Company A in Wroclaw. However, as has
been stated before, Company A implemented a 5-year project, and our simulation considers
the upcoming three.

Table 8 shows how for some districts, the number of lockers is reasonably reduced
due what has been explained, but in others, it is augmented, which contrasts with what it
should be.

Table 8. Number of lockers by district from Company A and the simulated model.

District Actual Lockers Model Lockers

Pilczyce 10 6
Popowice 14 6

Gaj 16 6
Oporów 6 12

16.4. Set of Costs
16.4.1. Opening and Closing Costs

The opening cost is the cost of installing a locker. For Company A, the price for setting
up a locker is 2450 EUR. This includes every expense in the process until setting up the
locker, and it is the same in every district. Hence, the opening costs will be the cost of
implementing a locker (2450 EUR) times the number of lockers installed.

One of the factors that must be considered when opening a new automated parcel
locker is the current demand. Depending on how many purchases are being made by
automated smart locker users, the simulation will promote a certain number of lockers.
The higher the demand, the more lockers are installed. Thus, in the weeks after months
with a high demand (November and December), more lockers will be set up as the model
calculates with the data previously collected.

On the other hand, the closing costs are the cost of decommissioning an automated
smart locker in a district. This price has been fixed at 80 EUR, and it is the same for all
the cases. Hence, the closing cost will be 80 EUR times the number of lockers removed.
Opening cost evolution is presented in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Opening cost evolution.

Every month, the model calculates the new distribution of parcel lockers. At the
beginning, as has been noted before, the model starts from scratch and builds 56 lockers.
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Then, many of them are removed the next month, as seen in Figure 11. The reason why
there are both removed and installed lockers in some months is because they are no longer
needed in certain districts while being required in others. The model tends to reduce
decommissioning costs every year due to convergence and installs more automated smart
locker as user demand increases.
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Figure 11. Closing cost evolution.

16.4.2. Maintenance Costs

Regular maintenance can help keep costs down by ensuring that the equipment is
serviced on a timely basis. Neglecting assets and deferring maintenance until the last
minute may result in increased maintenance expenditures. For that reason, Company A
spends 155 EUR weekly per locker, and this figure represents the upkeep costs.

Essentially, the cost of maintenance is just the cost of keeping up a locker (155EUR/week)
times the number of lockers that week. The progression is directly proportional to the
number of lockers and accounts for 3% of the total costs. Cost of locker maintenance is
given in Figure 12.
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16.4.3. Service Costs

Service costs represent the cost of assigning a customer to districts where automated
smart lockers are available. Service cost evolution is displayed in Figure 13. This service is
strongly dependent on the distance and the demand, as assigning a customer to a locker
in a district far away from his own is much more expensive than doing so for a nearby
district. Furthermore, when demand is stronger, more clients will have to be assigned, and
the service cost increases. Hence, every year, the service cost augments:

• Year 1: 11,383,981.88 EUR
• Year 2: 1,683,058.45 EUR
• Year 3: 23,160,894.49 EUR
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16.5. Total Costs

The total cost is mathematically defined in the facility location problem model in
Function (1). This function could be divided into four different types of costs that added
together constitute the total cost for the facility location problem. Previously, they were
defined in the results section as follows:

• Service costs: cost of assigning a customer to a locker in a district.
• Opening costs: cost of setting up a locker.
• Closing costs: cost of decommissioning a locker.
• Up-keep costs: cost of the maintenance of a locker.

Figure 14 shown the distribution of the total costs, the weight that service costs have
in the overall context. Each year, service costs account for 95% of the total costs, whereas
the closing costs account for less than 0.1%.
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If Company A decides to apply this model in real life, they will have to spend
54,263,184.82 EUR. The total expenses for the 152 weeks are divided as follows:

• Service costs: 51,380,934.82 EUR
• Opening costs: 1,080,450 EUR
• Upkeep costs: 1,791,800 EUR
• Closing costs: 10,000 EUR

Although there is a significant investment at the start of the simulation, the expenses
in years two and three are larger due to the reasons previously stated. The most significant
cost is service, which is directly proportional to the number of lockers. As time goes by,
more e-shoppers arrive, resulting in more automated smart locker users, a larger demand
for parcels, and the installation of more lockers in Wroclaw. Finally, more clients must
be assigned to a locker, resulting in increased service expenses. Total cost evolution are
presented in Figure 15.
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17. Conclusions

This study provides a thorough analysis of several cutting-edge concepts and tech-
nologies in the realms of last-mile delivery and supply chain management. The author
provide an in-depth examination of the potential of automated parcel lockers, capillary
distribution, and crowdshipping as developing solutions to the issues associated with
the final leg of product delivery. This research introduces a multiple criteria optimization
model to aid decision-making and improve supply chain operations. This model considers
a variety of criteria, such as cost, delivery time, customer satisfaction and environmental
impact. Decision-makers can effectively select the most efficient and effective delivery
options while improving their complete supply chain by combining these diverse criteria.
A detailed case study is included in this paper to demonstrate the practical application
of the suggested paradigm. This case study demonstrates how one company effectively
integrated automated parcel lockers, capillary distribution, and crowdshipping into their
supply chain processes. This deployment resulted in significant improvements in delivery
performance and customer satisfaction. Overall, this article gives significant insights into
the possibilities of these innovative delivery systems, as well as a practical framework for
decision-making and optimization in the domains of last-mile delivery and the supply
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chain. Businesses that embrace these developments can improve their delivery operations,
streamline their supply chain, and ultimately provide a better client experience.

We saw in this study that when e-commerce grows, new challenges emerge for which
we must find solutions. One of the main reasons for the progression of this business has
been the COVID-19 pandemic and its effects around the world. The pandemic forced many
families to rely on e-shopping as their only way of purchasing goods.

These reasons led major delivery companies to invest in the already existing but
underdeveloped industry of automated smart lockers. Smart lockers have become the
solution and seem to be the most successful one to the last-mile-delivery problem in many
countries. However, as for every delivery industry, it presents a facility location problem
that may be optimized to engage more consumers and become profitable. One way to do
so is by modeling the facility location problem for a specific situation (this project does
this in Wroclaw) and run it using real data from a company. This is what has been done in
this study.

According to the results, Company A should build 151 lockers in Wroclaw for the
next 3 years. This figure seems reasonable, considering this company already has around
400 lockers installed for a 5-year project and the exponential development and reception of
automated smart lockers. However, some results regarding the number of lockers in some
districts seem off, since many of them do not have a single locker, and most automated
smart lockers are concentrated in a few districts. This may happen due to the lack of
information on the specific case of study.

Population growth will directly affect e-shopper numbers—ergo, automated smart
locker users—and finally the demand for parcel lockers. As has been shown, demand is
a key factor in the model. This means that a good estimation of the demand will help
improve the optimization of automated smart locker usage.

Among the set of costs, the one that stands out most is the service cost, which is the
cost of assigning a customer from one district to the automated smart locker of another. It
is impressive how much money is invested in this matter, and it shows the importance of a
good location for the lockers. Improving and polishing the agent-based model could lead
to better optimization of the automated smart lockers.

One of the most important parameters is demand; with a good forecasting of demand,
more optimized results can be obtained. It is important to remark that this study has been
carried out with little information compared to what Company A manages. There are many
relevant aspects that automated smart locker companies consider for the location of their
lockers, such as population fluctuation, customers preferences, etc.

The model launches the number of automated smart lockers removed and installed
every 4 weeks, and having a model that does this every week will also optimize the results.
As the data show, demand changes quickly at times, and waiting 4 or 5 weeks to make
changes will cost more than doing so at the proper time.

Lastly, is important to mention how far-reaching models can be for the FLP and many
other optimization problems. The creation of these models will help not only the automated
smart locker industry but also many others to develop and overcome the last-mile-delivery
problem in a more efficient way.

In this paper, we have explored the intricacies of last-mile delivery and supply chain
optimization through the integration of multiple innovative strategies including automated
smart lockers, capillary distribution, and crowdshipping. The aim was to develop a com-
prehensive understanding of the challenges faced in this domain and propose a novel
optimization model to address them. Through a thorough review of the existing literature,
we have highlighted the significance of last-mile delivery in the overall supply chain,
emphasizing its impact on customer satisfaction, cost efficiency and environmental sus-
tainability. Traditional approaches to last-mile delivery have proven insufficient in coping
with the growing demands of e-commerce and urbanization, necessitating the adoption of
innovative solutions. Author proposed optimization model integrates automated lockers,
capillary distribution networks and crowdshipping to streamline the last-mile delivery
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process. By leveraging the advantages of each strategy and utilizing multiple criteria facility
location and vehicle routing techniques, the model aims to minimize delivery costs, reduce
delivery times and enhance service quality. Through practical examples and case studies,
the author has demonstrated the feasibility and effectiveness of the author proposed model
in real-world scenarios. From the implementation of automated lockers in urban centers
to the utilization of crowdshipping for on-demand deliveries, author’s model offers a
versatile framework that is adaptable to diverse operational contexts. Moreover, the au-
thor has highlighted the potential synergies and trade-offs between different optimization
strategies, emphasizing the importance of considering holistic approaches in last-mile
delivery planning. By incorporating factors such as customer preferences, traffic conditions,
and environmental impact, our model provides decision-makers with valuable insights
to optimize their supply chain operations. While our research presents a significant step
towards addressing the challenges of last-mile delivery, it also identifies several avenues for
future exploration. Further research could focus on refining the optimization algorithms,
integrating real-time data analytics and exploring emerging technologies such as drones
and autonomous vehicles. The optimization of last-mile delivery and supply chain op-
erations is essential for enhancing customer satisfaction, reducing costs and mitigating
environmental impacts. By embracing innovative strategies and leveraging advanced
optimization techniques, businesses can stay competitive in an increasingly dynamic and
demanding market landscape. Our proposed model serves as a valuable tool for guiding
decision-making and fostering sustainable growth [108] in the evolving realm of last-mile
logistics [109].

18. Future Research

Future research in hybrid models, incorporating simulation–optimization with a multi-
objective approach for last-mile delivery, is poised to revolutionize logistics efficiency.
By integrating the bootstrapping method [110] for simulation and multi-criteria for opti-
mization, this approach promises to optimize last-mile delivery process significantly. The
utilization of a network of automated smart lockers, capillary distribution and crowdship-
ping further enhances the system’s adaptability and efficacy. The simulation–optimization
multi-objective approach allows researchers to fine-tune various parameters to achieve
optimal results. Through simulation bootstrapping, researchers can obtain more reliable
and accurate results, thereby enhancing the overall effectiveness of the model. By consider-
ing multiple criteria for optimization [111] such as delivery time, cost and environmental
impact, the model ensures a well-rounded approach to last-mile delivery. Moreover, the
integration of automated smart lockers provides a secure and efficient way to handle pack-
ages, reducing the need for human intervention and minimizing delivery times. Capillary
distribution facilitates the decentralization of delivery centers, allowing for quicker and
more convenient access to packages. Additionally, crowdshipping enables the utilization
of existing resources, such as commuters or local residents, to deliver packages, further
optimizing the delivery process. Future research in this area will focus on refining and
fine-tuning these hybrid models to achieve even greater efficiency and sustainability in
last-mile delivery, thereby revolutionizing the logistics industry.
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